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Facilities Committee Meeting Minutes
Friday, April 22, 2022

Meeting called to order at 9:30 a.m.
Present (on Zoom): Brad, Tim and Amy

● Agenda
o Status of the Window repair grant.
o Cleaners Response Status. 

▪ Other Companies?
▪ Time Frame and discussion

o Assistance required for modular addition?
o New Business?

● Decisions reached
o Window Repair Grant

▪ We are eligible to receive $30k to update/repair windows in our
facility but need to respond to the grant soon.

▪ This money is part of the Covid funding and can only be used for
projects involving windows.

▪ So far, we have one response, from Marvell, for about $10k to
repair the large windows and about $28k to replace the large
windows and some of the smaller windows with windows that open.
The lead time for the materials will be 10 weeks.

▪ Portland Glass has yet to respond but since we need to get
approval, we are telling them we need their response by COB May
9.  Amy will start the approval process after May 9.  Once we have
approval of the grant we can move forward.

o Cleaning Response Status
▪ RFQ was sent to 3 vendors and only our current vendor responded.

One other was no bid and another was no response at all.
▪ We discussed the status and Andrew knew of another vendor and

is contacting them to see if they are interested.  Also, Amy found
another vendor that may be interested.   Since our current vendor is



not as responsive as they have been previously, we decided to
pursue the additional two vendors to see if they are interested.  If
not, we will move forward with our current vendor for a year while
we look for a new vendor.

o Assistance required for the modular addition?
▪ Our site planning engineer will let our contracts to do the actual

work which will alleviate us identifying and contracting with
separate companies.

▪ As we get into the modular addition we will need to discuss as a
board which committee will be leading up some of the ancillary
work required such as moving the playground, new fencing, etc.
We will need to identify the projects that the site work will not do
and decide if the original planning committee picks up the projects
and/or the facilities committee does some.  We should identify and
delegate these as soon as possible.

● Old Business
o The roof was repaired, under warranty, by the vendor who did the original

work.
o Morins has been doing a great job so far and even repaired the damage

done this past winter by our previous vendor.
● New Business

o New furniture will be required for the modular but since Amy knows what
she will need she will do this.  Will need to get a POD to store it in
temporarily and budget discussions to handle this requirement.

o Summer projects may come up as necessary and we will discuss and
address as needed.

Meeting adjourned at 10:05 a.m.


